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Collaborative Vision-Integrated Pseudorange Error Removal: Team-Estimated Differential GNSS Corrections with no Stationary Reference Receiver Jason Rife, Member, IEEE  Abstract—This paper presents an approach for generating GNSS differential corrections by distributing GNSS and georeferenced vision measurements through a vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications network. Conventionally, high-quality differential GNSS corrections are generated from a stationary reference receiver in close proximity to a set of mobile users. The proposed method, called Collaborative Vision Integrated Pseudorange Error Removal (C-VIPER), instead generates differential corrections using data from moving vehicles, thus eliminating the need for an infrastructure of stationary receivers. An important feature of the proposed algorithm is that individual differential corrections are computed for each satellite, so that corrections can be shared among users with different satellites in view. As demonstrated in simulation, measurement sharing significantly improves positioning accuracy both in the crosstrack direction, where the quality of visual lane-boundary measurements is high, and in the along-track direction, where the quality is low. Furthermore, because measurements are shared among many vehicles, the networked solution is robust to vision-sensor dropouts that may occur for individual vehicles. Index Terms—Collaborative Navigation, Distributed Vision, Geographic Information System (GIS), Global Positioning System (GPS), Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)



I. INTRODUCTION



A



DVANCED Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS), such as collision and lane-departure warning systems, have great potential to enhance the safety and efficiency of automotive transportation. Implementing highly automated systems in mass produced vehicles will require new navigation capabilities with higher levels of accuracy and reliability than currently possible using existing consumer-grade equipment. This paper proposes a novel navigation capability to enhance a vehicle’s estimate of its geo-referenced position in order to support emerging ADAS technologies. Manuscript received February XX, 2011. The author acknowledges Tufts University for providing internal seed funding for this project. The author also acknowledges Xuan Xiao and Courtney Mario, whose constructive comments and discussions improved this manuscript. J. Rife is with Tufts University, Medford, MA 02155 USA (e-mail: [email protected]).



More specifically, this paper proposes a low-cost positioning capability based on sharing visual estimates of road-boundary locations and Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) measurements over a Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) network. GNSS receivers, designed to track U.S. Global Positioning System (GPS) satellites or Russian GLONASS satellites, are already common equipment in production vehicles. Camera systems are widely available, and V2V communications systems are poised to become standard equipment in the near future [1]. A system of these sensor components (GNSS receiver, camera, and V2V transceiver) would be orders of magnitude cheaper than many alternatives, such as scanning-laser based navigation [2]-[4]. GNSS and camera systems are highly complementary. GNSS offers high availability, in the sense that a GNSS position-fix can nearly always be computed outdoors, even if a number of GNSS satellites are blocked by buildings or terrain features. By contrast, current vision-based positioning methods are subject to occasional dropouts [5], either because tracking quality is poor (e.g. in bad weather) or because measured features cannot be correlated to a geo-referenced position using a Geographic Information System (GIS) database. Fusing vision and GNSS measurements among multiple vehicles has the potential to achieve GNSS-like availability and vision-like accuracy, about 0.5 m (95%) for vision systems in contrast with 3m (95%) for a GPS receiver aided by the Wide-Area Augmentation System (WAAS) [6]. Given the potential benefits for integrating vision and GNSS measurements, many single-user fusion methods have been proposed, both for automotive [7]-[10] and more general applications [11]-[12]. To date, little research has addressed collaborative sharing of GNSS and geo-referenced vision data among multiple vehicles. Moreover, existing collaborative fusion work has focused on integrating GNSS position outputs [13] rather than the more information-rich raw measurements (GNSS pseudoranges) acquired for each visible satellite. This paper proposes a novel approach for collaboratively sharing geo-referenced vision and GNSS pseudoranges to calibrate common-mode pseudorange errors for each satellite in view. Such a system would be similar to conventional Differential GNSS (DGNSS), but with no need for a



> REPLACE THIS LINE WITH YOUR PAPER IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (DOUBLE-CLICK HERE TO EDIT) < stationary reference antenna. Conventional DGNSS assesses pseudorange errors for each satellite using a stationary, surveyed reference antenna [14]-[15] and broadcasts error corrections to many users (who may each see a different set of satellites). Satellite-specific errors removed by DGNSS include clock calibration, ephemeris definition, ionosphere delays, and troposphere delays [16]. DGNSS corrections are more accurate when the user and reference antennas are in a local area, separated by only a short distance. Wide-area DGNSS networks, featuring only a few reference antennas spread over vast, continent scale regions [17]-[18], are still of interest because of the prohibitive costs of deploying localarea antennas over a large coverage region. In essence, the proposed methodology aims to achieve the benefits of a localarea DGNSS system wherever cars congregate, thus avoiding the costs of deploying a large array of stationary, local-area DGNSS antennas. A key challenge in generating DGNSS corrections using automotive vision sensors is that vision processing of road scenes is more effective in the lateral direction (cross-track) than in the car’s direction of travel (along-track). Generally, for road scenes, the highest quality visual features are those aligned with the roadway. These line features include painted lines, rows of lane markers, and physical road edges [19]-[23]. An example of line features is illustrated in Fig. 1. Line features are particularly attractive for navigation because they are relatively easy to identify uniquely and to correspond with entries in a GIS database. (Such a database is assumed to exist, to geo-reference visual features for comparison with GNSS.) The disadvantage of line features is that the distance to a line can be computed in only one direction (cross-track), leaving some ambiguity in the position of a vehicle along the roadway [24]. Hence line features observed by a single vehicle do little to enhance along-track GNSS positioning. The sensor fusion approach proposed here, called Collaborative Vision Integrated Pseudorange Error Removal (C-VIPER), is unique in that it exploits cross-track vision measurements from some vehicles to improve along-track positioning for others. Thus, all users benefit from joining the network, because GNSS pseudorange corrections become fully observable only when lateral vision measurements are combined for vehicles travelling along different compass headings. Moreover, performance scales with the number of networked vehicles, since estimation errors can be further mitigated by averaging over additional sensors. An additional benefit of C-VIPER is that it makes networked users more robust to vision-system dropouts, since, whenever onboard vision measurements are unavailable, enhanced cross-track accuracy is still possible using local GNSS corrections. The remainder of the paper describes the C-VIPER algorithm in detail. First, the next section provides the mathematical formulation for the method. A subsequent section characterizes algorithm performance using a simulated scenario with 10 vehicles traveling in close proximity (< 1 km) through an urban road network. Results of the simulation indicate that geo-referenced error levels of 1 m one sigma
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(along-track) or better (cross-track) may be possible, even in the absence of external differential corrections.



Fig.1. Lane Boundary Detection. In road scenes, along-track features are common and relatively easy to identify uniquely. In this scene, the centerline and left road edge are identified (thick dashed lines), but the right edge, which curves into an intersection, is not.



II. COLLABORATIVE POSITIONING ALGORITHM This section details the proposed approach for fusion of GNSS and visual line-feature measurements. At its heart, the method is a nonlinear least-squares algorithm. The method generalizes our earlier work [24] by introducing a new algorithm with two important features: an ability to compute corrections for individual satellites and an ability to process measurements from vehicles tracking different sets of satellites. The approach might be considered collaborative navigation in the sense that the term has recently been used to refer to positioning algorithms that employ wireless networks to pass sensor data among multiple vehicles [25]-[29]. A. Measurement Models The primary goal of the C-VIPER algorithm is to solve simultaneously for a set of geo-referenced vehicle locations. The accuracy of this algorithm is enhanced by solving for systematic sensor errors, and in particular for spatially correlated, satellite-specific GNSS errors. These satellitespecific errors are equivalent to differential corrections. In order to characterize these systematic errors quantitatively, it is useful to introduce models for two types of sensor data: GNSS pseudoranges and visual lane-boundary measurements. GNSS receivers produce a set of measurements known as pseudoranges. Each pseudorange  n( k ) is a measurement of the time of flight of a GNSS signal from a particular satellite k to the receiver of a particular vehicle n. The pseudorange is much like a tape measure that reads the distance between the satellite and vehicle, where the “tape measure” is attached to a virtual cord of unknown length (representing the time bias between the user and GNSS clock references). The user must
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as a true range between the satellite position x and the user position xn, subject to a receiver-specific time shift bn and additional errors [16].
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Here two additional error sources corrupt pseudoranges: a satellite-specific error a(k) and a channel-specific error



 n( k ) .



Neither error is estimated in stand-alone GNSS. By contrast, conventional differential GNSS systems directly measure the satellite-specific errors a(k), which affect all users in a local region viewing a particular satellite k. For this reason, this paper also refers to the satellite-specific error terms a(k) as differential corrections. Satellites-specific errors result from atmospheric effects (ionosphere and troposphere) or from ephemeris and clock parameter definition [15]. Channel-specific errors, such as thermal noise and multipath, are largely uncorrelated from one satellite and from one receiver to another [30]. It is not possible to estimate these errors, since the number of unknown



 n( k ) terms equals



the number of measurement equations. In position estimation, it is useful to linearize the nonlinear measurement equation about a nominal user position xˆ n .
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This linearized equation depends on the unit vector u(k), which points from the user toward satellite k.
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In GNSS processing, the matrix G is often called the Geometry Matrix. Each row of G contains the pointing vector to satellite k followed by a one, which is the coefficient of the clock correction term bˆn .



(6)



This equation assumes a map database [31] that stores surveyed data for road lane boundaries in terms of linear segments each characterized by a reference point rn, which lies somewhere along the length of the segment, and by a transverse unit vector ut, which lies perpendicular to the laneboundary in the plane of the road. Sensor measurement error is described by a random noise term  n lb  . To construct a state estimator, it is useful to linearize the nonlinear equation (6) about a nominal user position xˆ n . T



pseudorange residual vector, aˆ is the estimated satellitespecific error vector, and ε n is the random error vector.



(5)



In the proposed algorithm, GNSS data is fused with camera measurements, which are assumed to identify geo-referenced line features in the road plane. Many vision processing methods have been proposed to provide camera-based measurements of road or lane boundaries [19]-[23]. This paper is not concerned with a particular vision algorithm, but instead models the camera sensor simply as a device capable of measuring the lateral distance (or more generally the angle and lateral distance [8]) of a particular car relative to its lane boundary. As a further simplification, it is assumed either that the camera is collocated with the GNSS receiver, or that vision measurements are calibrated so as to report distances of a geo-referenced lane boundary relative to the GNSS receiver. With this assumption, the lane-boundary sensor measurement dn can be related to the position of the GNSS receiver xn through the following equation.



 lb 



 d  ut  xn   n



The pointing vector to a given satellite k is essentially the same for all users in proximity (within tens of kilometers). In this work users are assumed distributed over a radius of 10 km or fewer; hence, the subscript n is dropped in defining the pointing vector u(k). It is convenient to write the linearized measurement equations (2) in vector form, where  ρ n is the
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(7)



B. System States and Constraints C-VIPER estimates the positions of all vehicles using shared GNSS pseudoranges and vision-based lane-boundary distances. As in conventional GNSS processing, the estimated states include both the position vector xn and the time bias bn for each vehicle n. In C-VIPER, these states for each individual vehicle are coupled together by a set of additional states: the satellite-specific error terms a(k). In effect, the proposed algorithm solves for differential GNSS corrections, not by differencing individual pseudoranges from known true ranges, but rather by finding them through minimization of a set of least-squares residuals. More precisely, C-VIPER estimates all but two differential corrections, which are instead computed directly for reasons described later in this section. As such, the full state vector is:
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Here K is the total number of satellites viewed by one or more of the N collaborating vehicles. The reason why two of the differential corrections are not estimated directly is that the full set of corrections is not observable. In this paper, line features are assumed to be extracted from a two-dimensional database which provides no information about the altitude of road segments. With this assumption, vision-based measurements do not pin down the differential corrections in the vertical direction, only in the North and East plane. Vision measurements, furthermore, do not provide any information to aid in identifying the mean value of the a(k) terms. This mean value is indistinguishable (i.e. not linearly independent) from the clock correction bn. Reference [24] provides a more formal discussion of observability for this problem. Since vertical and time corrections are not observable, they remain ambiguous unless constraints are applied to ensure a unique solution. To generate these constraints, two assumptions are made: the total contribution of all K differential corrections to (1) the vertical position and to (2) the time correction is zero for the single-user, all-satellites-inview GNSS solution. Constraints are constructed from a Geometry matrix G that contains rows for all of the K satellites viewed by at least one of the collaborating vehicles. This all-in-view geometry matrix is decomposed into four columns: ve, vn, vu, and vb. Each column respectively maps the set of differential corrections into an east, north, up or clock shift. G   ve | v n | vu | vb 



(9)



A shift in the GNSS position and/or time solution results when differential corrections align with any of these column vectors. Nominally one constraint should set the mean (or equivalently total) time-shift contribution of the differential correction vector to zero. This is equivalent to setting to zero the dot product of the last column of the G matrix (all ones) and the estimated differential correction vector aˆ . vb  aˆ  0
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vu  aˆ  0 .



the differential corrections, the constraints are modified slightly. Specifically, only the components of the time and up vectors which do not also contribute to a shift in one of the horizontal coordinates are set to zero. The orthogonal component of the time projection vector, dubbed vb , is:  v vT v v T v b   I  e e2  n n2  ve vn 



  vb .  
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Similarly, the modified upwards projection vector v u is defined to be orthogonal to the East, North, and time projection vectors.  v vT v vT v vT v u   I  e e2  n n2  b b2  ve vn vb 
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Rewriting the constraints in terms of these orthogonal vectors decouples the vertical and time constraints from the North and East directions. In compact form, the modified constraints can be written: Vaˆ  0 .



(14)



Here the matrix V is defined such that V  vb



constraint (14), it is possible to define a unique solution for the full set of satellite-specific errors, including the previously ambiguous terms a(K-1) and a(K), which were not specified in the state vector. A decomposition of (14) allows these terms to be computed directly. In the following decomposition, aˆ st refers to the vector of K-2 differential corrections in the state vector x, and aˆ el refers to the remaining two terms, a(K-1) and a(K). The matrices Vst and Vel refer to the block components of the V matrix that multiply aˆ st and aˆ el , respectively. Vaˆ   Vst



aˆ  Vel   st   0 aˆ el 



Refinement of these constraints is necessary, however, because the columns of the G matrix are not mutually orthogonal. Differential corrections that cause a shift in one direction (e.g., East) may also cause a shift in another direction (e.g. up). To decouple the nominal constraints (10) and (11) from the East and North directions, such that the constraints do not actually impact the lateral contributions of
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This equation is solved for aˆ el . 1
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By analogy, a similar constraint on vertical position gives:
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(16)



The full state-specific error correction vector aˆ is aˆ  Aaˆ st ,



(17)



where A is defined to be I   A . 1    Vel  Vst 



(18)



> REPLACE THIS LINE WITH YOUR PAPER IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (DOUBLE-CLICK HERE TO EDIT) < Car Locations and Road unit vectors Equation (17) is significant in that it expresses a full set of differential corrections aˆ in the terms of the partial set of estimated corrections that are components of the state vector x as defined by (8). This set of corrections is very similar to those generated by a conventional DGNSS system, except in that no stationary reference receiver is required.
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C. Estimation Problem To solve for the state x, it is necessary to invert the nonlinear equations h relating the states to the measurement y. y  h(x)  ε
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(20)



The linearized form of the observation equation (19) is



 y  H  xˆ   x  ε .



(21)



Once linearized, this equation can be solved in an iterative least-squares sense by the Newton-Raphson method. In the case of C-VIPER a weighted least-squares calculation is performed. The weighting matrix W is the inverse of the measurement covariance matrix. In practice, only one iteration is needed if a good initial estimate is provided (using a conventional standalone GNSS solution for each user).



 xˆ   HT WH  HT W y 1



(22)



Fig. 2. Simulated Vehicle Locations and Orientations. Each dot represents a vehicle; axes represent local along-track and cross-track directions. Artwork based loosely on satellite imagery from [32].



that the G n and A n matrices only contain rows corresponding to the particular set of satellites in view of vehicle n. The set of visible satellites is, in general, different for each vehicle. D. State Estimation Error The accuracy of the position solution can be assessed by analytically computing the state covariance matrix P, where P  E ε xεTx  ,



xˆ  xˆ   xˆ



and where The H matrix is obtained from the linearized measurement models, (2) and (7), compiled in vector form in the order of the sensor variables given by (20).
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Here the measurements vector y consists of the pseudoranges for each vehicle augmented by lane-boundary measurements. y  
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(23)



In the observation matrix H, the G n and A n matrices are closely related to the geometry and satellite-specific error projection matrices, G and A, previously defined by equations (5) and (18). The primary difference is that G n and A n are augmented with an additional row that includes the coefficients for the lane-boundary sensor, from (7), if a laneboundary measurement is available. A secondary difference is



(24)



ε x is the vector of errors for each element of the



state vector x. Here it is assumed that state-error vector is unbiased, which is true when the sensor errors are also unbiased. (The assumption is revisited in the following section.) The state error is related to the sensor error through the weighted-pseudoinverse in (22).
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Substituting this expression for the error into (24), and noting that the weighting matrix is the inverse of the symmetric sensor covariance matrix W1  E ε y εTy  ,



(26)



it is straightforward to show that the state covariance matrix is
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(27)
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This state covariance plays an essential role in assessing the quality of the collaborative positioning solution. If the weighted pseudo-inverse is poorly conditioned, then the covariance P will have large values on the diagonal, indicating that large errors are likely.



III. SIMULATION STUDIES In this section, simulations are used to assess the nominal performance of the C-VIPER algorithm. Analyses show significant accuracy improvement in the along-track position (where vision sensors are less accurate) and also in the crosstrack direction (for vehicles with vision-sensor dropouts). These benefits are realized only when collaborators are oriented in diverse compass directions, however. A. Simulation Scenario To analyze the performance of the proposed estimation algorithm, ten vehicles traveling on an urban road network were simulated (see Fig. 2). The network consists of roads in Medford and Somerville, MA, at one edge of the Tufts University campus (42.4060N, -71.1161W). The ten vehicle locations are shown on the map as small circles; each circle is accompanied by a pair of coordinate axes indicating local along-track and cross-track directions. The largest distance between vehicles (vehicles 1 and 4) is 734 m. GNSS measurements were simulated for a particular satellite geometry, illustrated in Fig. 3. This sky plot shows each satellite as a circular marker, with the satellite PRN identifier at the center. The radial position of the maker corresponds to the satellite’s elevation, with the center of the plot being directly overhead (90 elevation). The North
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circumferential angle of the marker corresponds to the satellite’s azimuth, with the top of the plot indicating North. This particular satellite geometry is a representative historical example from [33]. Simulations considered only a single instant, so car and satellite motion were not considered. Newton-Raphson iterations were initialized using the singlereceiver position solutions for each vehicle; however, results were not highly dependent on the specific initialization states. Each simulation run included a series of ten instances of solving the C-VIPER equations for different numbers of available vision measurements. In each case, the number of available vision measurements was increased by one, starting with vehicle 1 (see Fig. 2) and proceeding to vehicle 10, such that the tenth instance included vision measurements for all vehicles. This series of solutions permits analysis of C-VIPER’s sensitivity to vision-sensor dropouts, which are expected operationally when vehicles enter an area without prominent lane-boundary markings (such as an intersection), when a sensing anomaly occurs [5], or when vehicles without onboard camera systems join the network. In the simulation, it was assumed that not every vehicle tracked every GNSS satellite. A detailed list of the satellites tracked by each vehicle is given in Table 1. In the table, white boxes indicate satellites (columns) which are tracked by a particular vehicle (row). In the baseline scenario, every vehicle sees at least five of the eight satellites that are above the horizon. It is significant for algorithm validation that different vehicles see different satellites. The nature of the differential correction changes when all vehicles see the same set of satellites, since a simple position correction (rather than a set of pseudorange corrections) is sufficient for this case [24]. By contrast, individual pseudorange corrections such as those produced by C-VIPER, are needed when users each see different sets of satellites [16]. B. Monte Carlo Simulation A Monte Carlo simulation was used for initial verification. The Monte Carlo simulation consisted of 100 runs. In each
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Table 1. Satellites in View. White boxes indicate a satellite (column) in view for a particular vehicle (row); gray boxes indicate occluded satellites.
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Satellite Azimuth-Elevation Chart Fig. 3. Simulated Satellite Elevation (Radial Coordinate) and Azimuth (Circumferential Coordinate).
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Fig. 4. Representative Monte Carlo Simulation Results. A box plot of simulated errors in both the cross-track (left) and along-track (right) directions are shown for ten cases, as the number of vehicles producing lane-boundary (LB) measurements increases from one to ten (horizontal axis).



run, errors were sampled from random distributions and the position solution was computed for each of the ten instances of varying number of available vision measurements. Significantly, the Monte Carlo simulation enabled testing of the analytical covariance error model, given by equation (27). Random errors for each run were sampled from independent Gaussian distributions. The lane-boundary sensor error was assumed to have a standard deviation (sigma) of 0.25 m. The pseudorange error terms bn , a ( k ) and  n( k ) were sampled from distributions with sigma values of 2 m, 10 m, and 1 m, respectively. Though this manuscript models all satellites with a uniform noise level (to simplify the interpretation of simulation results), it should be noted that the formulation of the weighting matrix W, as given by (26), generalizes to cases in which the noise level differs for each satellite, as is typical due to higher multipath for lowerelevation satellites [34] and for satellites obstructed in urban canyons [30]. All of the distributions were assumed unbiased, except the satellite-specific error a ( k ) , which was drawn from a biased Gaussian distribution with a mean of 15 m. This bias was introduced as an approximate model for the ionosphere delay, which is always positive. In the C-VIPER formulation, as in conventional GPS, the bias on the satellite-specific errors a ( k ) is corrected by the clock shift bn , and hence does not impact solution accuracy. Indeed, simulations indicate that position estimates are unbiased, as indicated by Fig. 4. The figure illustrates the cross-track error (left) and along-track error (right) for one vehicle, vehicle number 5. A box plot of Monte Carlo errors (vertical axis) is shown for each instance, as the number LB of available lane-boundary measurements increases (horizontal axis). Boxes contain the middle two quartiles (50%) of the



error samples, and the tails extend to contain 100% of the samples. The analytical standard deviation, computed from the square root of the diagonal of P, is expected to contain approximately 68% of sampled data, which is the case, as can be confirmed by visual inspection of the figure. Because the analytical model is a good representation of the Monte Carlo simulation, subsequent discussions of C-VIPER will focus on the P matrix, which can be computed deterministically, rather than on Monte Carlo simulations, which are stochastic and hence more processor intensive. Another feature of interest in examining Fig. 4 is the rate at which the along-track and cross-track position estimation errors converge as a function of the number of available laneboundary measurements. Unsurprisingly, the cross-track error drops dramatically for Vehicle 5 when the lane-boundary sensor for that vehicle is included in position estimation (the LB 5 instance). This dramatic drop in cross-track positioning error occurs because the vision sensor is significantly more accurate in the lateral direction than GNSS. Perhaps of greater interest is the sudden drop in along-track error that occurs when a sixth lane-boundary sensor is added (see right side of Fig. 4). This drop in the along-track error for Vehicle 5 is associated with the addition of a camera measurement for Vehicle 6 (the LB 6 instance). In this instance, the heading diversity of the lane-boundary measurements was low until the first six vehicles were considered together. This observation is confirmed by an examination of the street map of Fig. 2, in which it is evident that the along-track vectors for the first five cars were roughly aligned in the North-South direction. The sixth vehicle, by contrast, was aligned closer to the East-West axis and provided the necessary geometry to improve the position solution by approximately a factor of four. Eventually, with ten lane-boundary measurements
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Cross-Track Accuracy, 1 (m)



C. Multi-Vehicle Comparison This section compares the position solutions for all ten collaborating vehicles. To this end, position errors for each user were evaluated by extracting the two-element North and East covariance matrix for each vehicle from the analytical state covariance P and rotating these North/East covariance matrices into along-track/cross-track directions for each vehicle. The resulting one-sigma cross-track and along-track errors for all vehicles are plotted in Fig. 5 as a function of the number LB of available lane-boundary measurements. In general, the accuracy of position estimation for all vehicles improved as the number of lane-boundary measurements increased, as is expected. The exception to this trend is the transition between the LB 1 and LB 2 instances, where the error actually increased for several vehicles when the second vision measurement was combined with the first and integrated into the C-VIPER solution. It should be noted that the LB 1 instance is never observable unless an additional constraint is added to the V matrix of (14), since a single measurement provides only information in the cross-track direction and not the along-track direction. As such, in the LB 1 case, the total all-in-view shift in the local along-track direction associated with the measurement was constrained to be zero. By contrast, the simulations used the standard twoconstraint V matrix in all other cases with LB 2 or greater. Thus, if the all vision measurements were nearly parallel, a standard C-VIPER solution was still computed for the LB2 case, whether or not the differential corrections were well observable. Based on this observation that performance suffers when the geometric diversity of vision measurements is poor, it is recommended that the two-constraint V matrix only be used in place of the three-constraint V matrix if the result would improve position accuracy. This is not expected to be an issue in nominal conditions, when a diverse set of vision measurements is expected to be available. When all ten vision measurements become available (LB 10 instance), the along-track error for many vehicles approaches the code-noise and multipath limit, which is indicated with a dashed horizontal line labeled CNMP. The CNMP line represents the bounding case in which the differential corrections are perfect, and the satellite-specific errors a(k) are wholly removed. If the number of measurements grows sufficiently large, it seems reasonable to envision that the positioning errors will eventually converge to the CNMP line. Not all vehicles experience the sudden dramatic drop in along-track error that was discussed in the previous section for Vehicle 5. Rather, the error for some vehicles shrinks only gradually. Consider, for instance, the along-track accuracy for Vehicles 6 and 8, as shown in Fig. 5. Why do accuracy jumps occur for some vehicles and not others? A relevant observation is that the two vehicles experiencing slowest error
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available, the along-track position error was reduced to as low as 1.2 m (one sigma), significantly better than the case for stand-alone GNSS, with an along-track error of 7.1 m (one sigma), for the error distributions used in these simulations.
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Fig. 5. Error Comparison for All Vehicles. Each plotted line corresponds to the analytical one-sigma error computed for a particular vehicle in the local cross-track direction (top) and along-track direction (bottom) as the number LB of lane-boundary sensors is varied.



reduction in the along-track direction (Vehicles 6 and 8) were aligned similarly, along the same straight road. In this light, it seems likely that the occurrence of an accuracy jump for a particular vehicle is dependent on its direction relative to other collaborators. This hypothesis will be explored further in future work. D. Lane-Boundary Measurement Sensitivity C-VIPER performance depends not only on the number of camera measurements available, but also on the vehicles from which those measurements are obtained. To study the sensitivity of the algorithm to different sets of available vision measurements, the LB sequence was modified, and the simulation was run again. In contrast with the baseline case, in which LB instances were obtained by introducing additional measurements starting with Vehicle 1 and proceeding to Vehicle 10, the modified case added measurements starting with Vehicle 10 and proceeding downward to Vehicle 1. This simulation is labeled the reordered case. Sigma values for each vehicle in the reordered case are plotted in Fig. 6. In the reordered case, errors were extremely high when only two lane-boundary measurements were available. These high
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Fig. 6. Error for Reordered Case. By comparison to the baseline case, one-sigma errors converge more quickly as LB measurements are added.



error levels were the result of poor heading diversity, as Vehicles 9 and 10 are essentially parallel (see Fig. 2). Errors dropped dramatically when a third vision measurement was added to the solution, because Vehicle 8 is headed in an approximately orthogonal direction to Vehicles 9 and 10. This case confirms that a good C-VIPER position solution is possible with a very small number of vehicles (three in this case), but that care should be taken in deciding whether or not to use C-VIPER when the number of available vision measurements is small, unless heading diversity among those measurements is sufficient. As a final note, the one-sigma values for the reordered case converged to those for the baseline case (Fig. 5) at the right side of the plot, in the LB 10 instance. This behavior is expected, since the measurement sets are identical in each case (i.e. vision measurements for all ten vehicles were used in the LB 10 instance for both the baseline and reordered cases.)



IV. CONCLUSION This paper presented a novel approach for enhancing positioning accuracy for a group of collaborating users by sharing GNSS and visual lane-boundary measurements. The approach is called Collaborative Vision-Integrated
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Pseudorange Error Removal (C-VIPER). In this approach, vehicles use their onboard cameras to solve for differential GNSS corrections. A major benefit of C-VIPER is that it produces differential corrections without requiring a stationary reference antenna, as is the case for conventional differential GNSS systems. C-VIPER performance exploits the complementary capabilities of vision and GNSS systems. Differential GNSS corrections produced by C-VIPER are not generally needed in the lateral (cross-track) direction, as onboard camera measurements are much more accurate than GNSS in the lateral direction. Network generated GNSS corrections are highly valuable in the along-track direction, however, as the vehicle relies almost entirely on GNSS to determine its position along the length of a road. Moreover, the benefits of C-VIPER appear to increase with the number of collaborating vehicles, as simulations show continued improvement in position accuracy with an increasing number of available vision measurements obtained from different vehicles. Importantly, C-VIPER provides a robust positioning capability, in that the algorithm functions well even when individual users suffer a vision-system dropout or when local topography blocks tracking of one or more GNSS satellites. In fact, the differential corrections produced by C-VIPER can significantly improve cross-track positions when a user has no onboard vision sensor or when that sensor fails to produce a valid measurement. In the ten-vehicle simulation used for verification, the simulated cross-track accuracy reached the level of the visual lane-boundary sensor errors (assumed 0.25 m one sigma) and along-track accuracy approached the level of GNSS codenoise and multipath errors for an individual receiver (assumed to be approximately 1 m one sigma). These levels of accuracy are on the order of requirements needed to support automated lane keeping and other emerging ADAS capabilities. Future work will include an experimental verification of the C-VIPER method using an automotive testbed under construction at Tufts University. This effort will assess the method’s sensitivity to multipath and to other practical V2V issues, such as communications delays, packet losses, and processor limitations. Fusing other sensors (laser ranging sensors or odometry, for instance) into the C-VIPER solution is also a topic of interest for future work. As a final note, C-VIPER may offer a compelling advantage over conventional DGNSS if its corrections approach zero error for a large number of teaming vehicles. Conventional DGNSS systems (such as NDGPS [35]) rely on information from the nearest reference receiver; applying differential corrections from this receiver removes commonmode errors at the expense of injecting added code-noise and multipath from the reference. By comparison, C-VIPER generates differential corrections using many “reference receivers,” averaging over (and mitigating) random noise associated with each. Thus, evaluating C-VIPER performance for large numbers of vehicles will be another important topic of future work.
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